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Chapter 1 : Harsha Bhogle | The Outstanding Speakers Bureau
Harsha Bhogle in his weekly column in the Indian Express has captured the entire gamut of Indian cricket. Out of the
Box brings together the very best of Harsha's writings, in a book that will be a veritable delight for any cricket fan.
Knowledgeable, frank and witty, and with a sense of drama.

Watching the Game we Love: The column contains suggestions for betterment of International cricket and
other current match series. I was charmed by obituary on the death of Dilip Sardesai. The books reminds of the
best Out of the Box: The books reminds of the best tradition of cricket that one generation delivers to the
coming generation. How cricket brings happiness to lives of common viewer. Harsha Bhogle has witnessed
cricket and he is capable of writing an anthology on limited over cricket in India and round the world. One of
the finest cricket commentators and an astute writer - he has been the voice of Indian cricket for almost a
decade now. His knowledge and love for the game of cricket is clearly visible in all his writing style which in
turn makes this one a sure shot read. Feb 23, Girish rated it really liked it Combination of prose and cricket
somehow is a potent mix in our country. Few people have captured the cricket-writing mindspace as Harsha
Bhogle has Rohit Brijnath, Siddarth Vaidyanathan more so for prose. This collection of his column in Indian
Express makes you re live cricket from your growing-up years It is not an analyst account. Some articles
deserve multiple reads of course! And you remember certain pieces that are not part o Combination of prose
and cricket somehow is a potent mix in our country. And you remember certain pieces that are not part of the
book! Maybe the grouping of the sections could have been better. But that is just if you are reading all articles
and trying to decide sequence. One for the keeps! I personally like to hear Harsha Bhogles comments and
opinion on the game, as he gives varied perspective, First and foremost , Harsha is well read , not only in the
game of cricket , but other subjects viz, economy, business, movies etc. This book is no different and his
articles are no different either, Nice book to catch up, during your tra Nice and fun read. This book is no
different and his articles are no different either, Nice book to catch up, during your transit time. The articles
celebrate the game and its legends and take you back in time; to the glory days and to some unfortunate days.
What add beauty to articles are his philosophy, his observations, the metaphors, the constant comparisons
between the game and the life itself and the subsequent learning. He cares about the game. He has seen it
evolve and he makes so much sense keeping it absolutely simple. Sure way to keep you in love with the game.
When you read these articles retrospectively, you realize so many of his predicaments and estimates prove to
be correct. Very unbiased and fresh perspective on Cricket. However, as this is compilation of articles, some
of it loses importance as we already know what has happened post publication. Mar 27, Raviteja Andhavarapu
rated it really liked it this is a collection of articles written by Harsha over the course of a few years. The latest
of articles is dated sometime in The writing by Harsha as you should expect is full of wonderful insights,
extremely close-in-nature anecdotes and comparisons. Aug 23, Anees Rao rated it liked it So far, simple and
nice. Its a collection of his articles for the Indian Express from ish to date.
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Chapter 2 : Launch of Harsha Bhogleâ€™s book Out of the Box
Out of the Box brings together the very best of Harsha s writing, in a book that will be a veritable delight to any cricket
fan. Knowledgeable, frank and witty, and with a sense of drama comparable to that of cricket itself, Harsha is a master
at evoking the many moods of the game.

Shane Warne is a legend of the game who some experts rate the best of all time. His career highs and
occasional lows are well documented. Few players of the modern era have imposed themselves on the game,
stamping their presence on proceedings so emphatically. Off the field the blond maverick has attracted more
attention with his antics than your average filmstar. His career path has been less than glamourous. Years of
infrequent stints with All India Radio, usually for modest return, opened the door for live television
commentary with the advent of cable television. What then do Bhogle and Warne have in common? If this was
a question on one of those quizzes Bhogle so adroitly hosts, the answer would be the obvious one. Both gents
fought back the growing effects of age with a modern hair solution that caused middle-aged, balding pates to
turn back time. At the function, on the dais were a former Test cricketer who has made a double-hundred on
foreign soil, a journalist who now owns a television channel, an administrator who has set new standards in
how the game can be monetised and the author himself. In the crowd were the great and good, not just
cricketers, but from the media, from big business and from the rest of the sporting fraternity. As the debate
warmed up, so did the contestants, each trying to get his point in. Through it all Bhogle did what he does best,
calling the action as he saw it without ever trying to bring himself into the foreground. How often is it that you
see something like this in Indian cricket, when a member of the media is the centrepiece of an event and yet
has the stature and composure to stay in the background and let the others get on with it? But what does all
this have to do with Warne? Well, when Warne became the spinner he was, it was automatically assumed that
his charisma and skill would inspire a generation of Aussie kids to take up the art. As the recent Ashes has
shown, the opposite has happened and the Australian spin cupboard is bare. In the world of live television
commentary â€” in some ways the pinnacle someone can hope to reach in the media aspect of the game â€”
Bhogle is the one non-cricketer. In a world where your opinion is often judged on the basis of how many Tests
you played, here is a man who has somehow carved a niche for himself. When he did so, the hope was that it
would lead to more professionals basically non-cricketers getting breaks like the ones Bhogle got. And in this
Messrs Warne and Bhogle are one. They made a complicated and tricky art appear easy, prompting many
imitations, but no true successors.
Chapter 3 : Harsha Bhogle Biography, Age, Height, Weight, Family, Caste, Wiki & More
This book is promoted as a collection of the best of Harsha Bhogle's articles for Indian Express. It is more a selection of
Harsha Bhogle's works for the Indian Express in the last 5 years. I.

Chapter 4 : www.nxgvision.com:Customer reviews: Out of the BOx
of 13 results for Books: "harsha bhogle" "harsha bhogle" Out of the Box: Watching the Game We Love Nov 15, by
Harsha Bhogle. Paperback. $ $ 8 80 Prime.

Chapter 5 : Harsha Bhogle - Speakerpedia, Discover & Follow a World of Compelling Voices
Harsha Bhogle is widely recognized as the face and the voice of Indian cricket. A recipient of numerous awards, he was
voted by readers of Cricinfo as their 'most favourite cricket commentator' in a worldwide poll in

Chapter 6 : Gift of Devil: Book Review: Out Of The Box â€“ Harsha Bhogle
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Harsha expanded his online presence by hosting *Out of the Box with Harsha Bhogle on YouTube Bhogle was voted the
favourite TV cricket commentator by Cricinfo users based on a worldwide poll. [3] Bhogle has also anchored BBC's
travel serial Travel India and Business Today Acumen Business Quiz and Debate competitions.

Chapter 7 : Harsha Bhogleâ€™s Experience Highlights And Awards | Icon Of Cricket Commentary
Out Of The Box Harsha Bhogle [Free Download] Out Of The Box Harsha Bhogle Books Out of the Box Watching the
Game We Love by Harsha Bhogle - Out of the Box has ratings and 21 reviews Souvik said Ã¢â‚¬Å“Quite.

Chapter 8 : - Secrets by HARSHA BHOGLE
Harsha Bhogle at his best - Out of the Box Vishal Vats Dravid, Lakshman share experiences of Sachin at book launch
Sachin Tendulkar, Sunil Gavaskar & Harsha Bhogle with Rajdeep Sardesai.

Chapter 9 : Out of the Box : Harsha Bhogle | Something about Nothing
out of the box harsha bhogle Fri, 26 Oct GMT out of the box harsha pdf - the box watching game we love demy harsha
bhogle PDF may not make.
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